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Ensure efficient device control on 

Windows and Linux in a VDI 

Infrastructure

Erich Utsch AG has chosen Endpoint 

Protector for its Device Control 

module, helping them to monitor their 

employees’ activity in a flexible virtual 

environment.
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The Challenge 

Already back in Windows NT times the Erich Utsch AG restricted the access to 

removable media. Over the years, this had been realized by utilizing different products, 

from AV-integrated applications to custom solutions. However, one challenge could 

not have been solved: Removable media access, controlled on a user basis.

„The employees of the Erich Utsch AG have been using virtual Desktops for several 

years now. With the Instant Clone technology currently deployed, the users get a 

freshly assembled virtual machine with each login, when they log of, the used desktop 

gets deleted immediately. 

About the Erich Utsch AG

The Erich Utsch AG in Siegen has been one of the world's leading companies in the 

field of number plates for decades. The core product is, as it has always been, the 

classic embossed aluminum number plate, which UTSCH has upgraded to a genuine 

high-security document (similar to passports or banknotes) over the last 25 years with 

security features developed in-house for the international market.

In addition, the global requirements for vehicle registration and identification are 

increasingly moving in the direction of digital and networked system solutions, in which 

the "classic" number plate is integrated as a secure data carrier on the vehicle. RFID 

and Blockchain technology are just two of the topics that will gain massive importance 

in this context in the upcoming years. UTSCH is already the technology leader in this 

field and is optimally prepared for all future developments.
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To ensure an efficient Device Control in this highly flexible virtual environment, the 

identification on a user basis is indispensable.” clarified Jörg Voosen, Head of IT 

Systems.

Additionally, the usage of Linux Systems within separately secured environments is 

steadily increasing.

„With Endpoint Protector, we have 

found a product that can be used 

highly flexibly in our heavily virtualized 

environment. The partnership-based 

cooperation at eye level is fun and 

rounds off the overall picture.”

Endpoint Protector is an 

enterprise-grade DLP software for 

Windows, macOS, and Linux 

computers, Thin Clients, and 

Desktop-as-a-Service (DaaS) solutions.  

It is an ideal choice for companies 

running on multi-OS networks, and the 

solution’s modular format allows them 

to mix and match the right tools to 

serve specific needs. The solution puts 

an end to data loss, data theft, and 

data leaks by monitoring and blocking 

all data transfers to cloud-based 

services and applications such as web 

browsers, email, or Skype. It also 

monitors the use of portable storage 

media such as USB sticks, memory 

cards on endpoints running Windows, 

macOS, and Linux operating systems. 

Strong security policies prevent data 

from leaving the company unlawfully 

or accidentally.
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With the Endpoint Protector module “Device Control” both challenges could be solved. 

After the first contact with sales and delivery of a trial license as well as the virtual 

appliance the integration into the environment was done by the Erich Utsch AG within a 

short period of time. Due to the clearly arranged management website, the 

implementation of user-based authorization was possible without any problems. After a 

short test phase, the policies were set to active.

The Erich Utsch AG rated Endpoint Protector 4.14 on a scale from 1 to 5 (1 being “poor” 

and 5 being “excellent”), offering the highest point to granularity, ease of installation, 

support, and updates. Jörg Voosen said the following about the cooperation: “The 

Endpoint Protector Team is consistently friendly and helpful, the cooperation is based 

on partnership and an equal footing”.

The Solution
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